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Rachel the Immortal:
Queen ; Grande Amoureuse ; Street Urchin ;
Fine Lady
A full,  frank, and Impartial biography of Rachel, the world's
palest nclms, has been mitten by Mr. Bernard Folk.    Many
leltm which bo* not jet appeared in any mitten "life" of the mat
at/rest arc introduced, together with a vast amount of fresh material
the whole combining to make a volume, of fascinating interest.
\<acM is shown not only as Queen of the Pans stage, but as "la
gnxnde amou reuse", the cheeky street urchin, and the great lady whom
kiugs and queens, dukes and duchesses, were glad to welcome.
The book, which has occupied two years of the author's time, in
addition to numerous photographic illustrations, contains twelve special
plates drawn by Frank C. Pape, one of the most notable book-illustrators
oj the (fay.	hy	Illustrated, its.
BB11NARD FALK
Author of lit Lattgfjcd in Flint Street, The Naked Lady
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Queen Anne
Qne of the most brilliant critics of our day, gifted not only with rare
critical acumen but also with a witty and pungent pen, Mr. Straus's
excursion into a fascinating period of our history is an event of
importance.
Mr. Straus in this book is more concerned with the romance and
drama of Anne's reign than he is with its historic importance through
I he years, and he has written a brilliant and entertaining study likely
lo hv widely read and as widely dismissed.	Illustrated, i%s.
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RALPH STRAUS
Historic British Ghosts
difficulty which Mr.  Sergeant experienced in the compilation
of this original and diverting volume was not in finding the ghosts^
but in deriding where to stop.    The Tower of London, he found,, was
f/ill of them, ami so was Hampton Court, and many other gnat buildings.
An impressive procession of ghosts glide eerily through these thrilling
ty     .	Illustrated, i&r.
PHILIP SERGEANT
Author of A Century of British Chess, Anne Boleyn : a Study, etc.
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